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The title of this paper should be familiar to 
all Masons at large; however, the meaning 

derived essentially falls into two general 
camps or classes of Brethren. For simplicity, 
we’ll call these two classes the exoteric and 
the esoteric classes.  These two classes are 
not mutually exclusive with the difference 
being, how weighted one’s Understanding or 
Being is in the direction of,  or to, the esoteric 
class.  When one’s thoughts have been shifted  
sufficiently enough toward the esoteric class, 
a definite state of frustration arises. This state 
in Esoteric circles is sometimes referred to as 
being at “Sixes and Sevens”. Shakespeare, as 
far as I know, is the first to put this knowledge 
into general circulation within his play 
Richard II. 

 But time will not permit: all is uneven,
 And every thing is left at six and seven.
         Richard II (2.2.103)

To give you a possible idea of what is meant, I’ll interpret a possible meaning to the last 
half of Shakespeare’s quote. All - is Unity and it’s number is uneven. Shakespeare has 
given us two numbers and the uneven one is the septenary or number 7 ; And everything 
- things are by definition material, so the number 6, represents the physical sense base 
world. Left - to leave behind or leave off, has to do with a chasm between the physical and 
phycological sides of man and the beginning of the quote. Here it is that I leave you, as it’s 
worth the trouble to ponder out the possible meanings for yourself.  

The image above should also give you some idea of where you yourselves are along this 
weighted path. By this I mean your present inclination to decipher symbols/numbers into 
a definite direction toward the esoteric class. To show I have not forgotten my Fellowcraft 
obligation, the best place to start in deciphering something like the above image is: it’s co-
lour. For the quick of mind , where time does not permit, the spelling of ‘colour’ is correct. 

The meaning of the above encoded title...; “to aid and assist all distressed, worthy Brother 
Fellowcraft Masons, whithersoever dispersed”, in their Understanding of transformation.
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Masonry is primarily an inner game wrapped in an outer shell so to speak, much like 
the Parables of Christ; for those who have ears to hear and eyes to see - the Mark, the 

inner psychological life and/or Light within the text and symbolism of our craft. 

If this were not the case, then any of the social and/or fraternity types of organizations 
would be sufficient to fulfill the needs of our brethren. The very term “Freemason” has 
everything to do with declaring one’s self free from his inherited demarcations, that he may 
build what inner edifice he himself deems proper to support the development of his inner 
phycological Being/Understanding.

Those who see the need to free themselves even at cost are the better men, those that have 
been sown on good ground, those that have begun to recognize the tares that ‘lie’ about 
them. This then is the inner Brother’s task, to reach those Brothers Whithersoever dis-
persed in their Understanding of Masonry’s true purpose; that of helping transform the 
better man, into the truly good Man.

Here my Brothers, I wish to take a hard 
break, that I may pursue yet another 
avenue not unlike Othello’s handker-
chief which may shift you yet the more, 
to the esoteric class.

In a rare instance, I should like to fulfill 
a promise made in a previous paper; 
that of expounding upon the subject of 
using the Perfect Points and Intuition 
in the writing of esoteric papers which 
may aid and assist a worthy Brother, 
Whithersoever Dispersed. 
   
Wait a minute, wait just a minute now. 
I can hear Most Worshipful in the back 
of my mind admonishing me for drop-
ping Othello’s Handkerchief chocked 
full of Strawberries in your midst, and 
moving on as if all may know of it’s 
background and esoteric meanings. 

He’s right of course. However, the 
Handkerchief will not be the only item 
or scene stolen from Shakespeare’s 
plays with which I intend to illuminate, 
aid and assist you in your understand-
ing of how to activate a Muse to aid 
you in the writing of papers.
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In “Cymbeline” for instance, we see the classic temptation story where conscience acts as 
a guide. In this story the hero, Posthumus reaches the stage where his inner life is more 

important to him than his outer physical life.

In “A Midsummer Night’s Dream”, we have a story based on the viewpoint of different lev-
els of Man where the Love of mortals is represented by polarity, with hate as it’s opposite.

“Timon Of Athens”, is the story of man’s world being tied to his senses and what his five 
external senses show him is that, this world is a world of illusion.

“Macbeth”, is the story of the power of uncontrolled, undirected thought. Basically, what a 
man thinks, he becomes. 

“Anthony And Cleopatra”, is a story about Transcendental Love - the Divine Union - 
where the lovers have risen above the opposites and the question of good and evil.

The story of “Hamlet” is very close to the mes-
sage I wish to impart with the meager effort 
herein. This is a story of a man who is reluctant 
to obey the prompting of his inner Spirit, who 
cuts himself off from his divine gift of intuition 
by believing instead, totally in his own sense 
based intellectual reasoning. Overcoming this 
compulsion to only accept one’s sense based 
intellectual reason over intuitive knowing  is 
shown in many ways in esoteric texts. The best 
way to my mind, is that of the severed head, 
indicating that by intuition alone is communi-
cated the inspiration that guides a person into 
Manhood, the regenerated man.

Illustrated right: Here we see the unified Ve-
nus (male-female) in full control, running with 
joy, no longer having to transmute the Higher 
messages into finer ones, thus giving up Her 
energies. The torch of Heavenly Fire shows the 
source of direct knowledge or Gnosis.
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As you can see from the above brief descriptions, almost any of Shakespeare’s better 
known plays contain more than enough fodder for dissection and inclusion in almost 

any esoteric direction we may care to espouse. However, for this short trollop into esoteria 
I’d like to speak only to the beginning of recognizing and reaching out to one’s Intuition for 
better results in writing.

In analyzing Shakespeare’s plays to this purpose, it is helpful to know a few things about 
his plays in general, actually the following fits most esoteric allegories or parables. First is 
that they mostly tell of a Hero’s journey from his self-imposed inherited state of sleep into 
a fully awake state in which he comes to the understanding that: 

Great men are those that see, 
that Spiritual is stronger than material force, 
that thoughts rule the world. 
     Ralph Waldo Emerson.

Secondly, that the Hero is almost always of Royal blood or high standing in society and 
has already attained physical and moral conquests worthy of advancement. This signifies 
that the hero was sown on good ground and bevy to a high degree of learning. He now 
has stored away many more symbols and abstractions for the intuition to use in the trans-
missions of answers in kind. By the greater pathways and/or connections of the educated 
mind, the intuition has the possibility to become dominate over the sense based intellec-
tual reasoning. By shifting the weight of thought in a psychological direction we get to a 
point in which there is high tension as the current dominate side, the physical side, tends 
to remain dominate. Thus it is implied in the beginning of, “But time will not permit. All is 
uneven. And everything is left at six and seven”. 

Time, belonging to our idea of the physical world and sense based intellectual reasoning 
is currently included in our tending dominant mode of thought. Shakespeare is pointing 
out the door or gate by which one shifts the weight of thought, to change the tendency of 
dominance from the physical to the psychological. And when this change is wholly ef-
fected the Hero has greater Understanding and assumes the higher position, throne or 
Kingdom as it were.

Thirdly, almost all the characters and especially familial ones are the other levels, sides or 
characteristics of the Hero’s psychological self. So it should be no surprise that the Hero 
has a King for a father, a Queen for a mother, twin sisters and so forth.  So far I have said 
nothing that conflicts with psychoanalytic dream interpretation theory.  It should be fur-
ther noted that in the plays of Shakespeare, a man’s intuitive mind is generally represented 
by a woman on another level and a bed usally represents an altar. This is why you see lan-
guage exalting some women to fabulous states of beauty and grace, thus giving you a clue 
to be alert to some higher status or state above the sense based physical world. 
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For instance: Othello’s Desmonda 
is described as:

A maiden never bold, of spirit so 
still and quiet that her motion 
blushed at itself.  (Act 1, Scene 3)

In Othello, Desmonda represents 
Othello’s passive or receptive side, 
his intuitive mind.  She has been 
given to, by Othello who represents 
the sense based intellectual reason-
ing side, at their marriage (linkage), 
his mothers charmed talisman in 
the form of a Handkerchief embroi-
dered with Strawberries.  

It is said that the Handkerchief 
(talisman), was handed down from 
antiquity, from Egypt, the cradle 
of the mysteries and inherited by 
Othello. It was given to Othello’s 
mother by a Gypsy to help ensure 
a beneficial bond between a hus-
band and wife. This bond signi-
fies an ever present reach toward 
spiritual consciousness by man and 
the response of the intuitive mind 
(female), with answers in kind. 

When later on in the play Desmonda drops the Handkerchief, it signifies that the bond is 
broken by Othello’s hand. Othello no longer reaches up for Her and the answer from Des-
monda in kind, is it to lose, let go, or leave behind, the Handkerchief.  “And everything is 
left at six and seven”.  Thus it is shown that she is passive in her quality, only mirroring the 
Hero’s efforts at communion. 

What should we make of the embroidered Strawberries? In what way might this symbolism 
lend power to the Handkerchief  toward a more secure bond with the intuitive mind? If we 
look to botany, Strawberries are from the rose family which includes those genera bearing 
aggregate Fruits that are made up of small achenes or drupelets, and often the fleshy part of 
the fruit (e.g. strawberry) is the receptacle or the stalk bearing the seeds. Fruit that bears a 
prominent pointed terminal projection like the strawberry is said to be beaked. Could this 
beaked shape be a reference to the torch of Heavenly Fire? 
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Shoo Fly dont bother me
Words and music T. Brigham 
Bishop(?) 1869

I think I hear the angels sing   
I think I hear the angels sing
I think I hear the angels sing
The angels now are on the wing      

I feel, I feel, I feel, that’s what my mother said, The 
angels pouring ‘lasses down, upon this nigger’s head.

Shew! fly don’t bother me            
Shew! fly don’t bother me
Shew! fly don’t bother me
I belong to comp’ny G                  

I feel, I feel, I feel, I feel like a morning star                                  
I feel, I feel, I feel, I feel like a morning star
I feel, I feel, I feel, I feel like a morning star
I feel, I feel, I feel, I feel like a morning star

If I sleep in the sun this nigger knows                                           
If I sleep in the sun this nigger knows
If I sleep in the sun this nigger knows 
A fly come sting him on the nose.

Shew! fly don’t bother me          
Shew! fly don’t bother me
Shew! fly don’t bother me
I belong to comp’ny G

I feel, I feel, I feel, that’s what my mother said, When-
ever this nigger goes to sleep, he must cover up his 
head.

Shew! Fly, don’t bother me
Shew! Fly, don’t bother me
Shew! Fly, don’t bother me
I belong to Comp’ny G.

I feel, I feel, I feel, I feel like a morning star                                  
I feel, I feel, I feel, I feel like a morning star
I feel, I feel, I feel, I feel like a morning star
I feel, I feel, I feel, I feel like a morning star
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I give no definite answers here,  but I do 
suppose of you... to take heed of the 

colours of time and place when drawing 
your conclusions about the symbolism used. 
For instance the use of the word ros, rosa 
or rose is herein tied to the Rosicrucian 
psychological meanings behind rosa, fruit, 
bees, sleep and dew.  

You might ask yourself how it is that I’m 
able to come up with such things as Shoo 
Fly and The Golden Ass, to illustrate several 
key points on the topic at hand.  Or how it is 
that I come up with thoughts like linking an 
example of 33 encoding (explained below), 
back to what it means to be a Freemason.

 Well, to be blunt... I use Magic.  

There is nothing more I’d like to do than give you a step by step method by which I cause 
the effect of having helpful knowledge come to me. However, magic is bound up in the 
idea or concept of secrecy.  A secret given, let out, or wrongly examined loses it’s intend-
ed power or action. Why this should be so... I’ll leave to a future discussion.  However, 
there is another reason why relating my methods should only be: 

solis initiatis revelanda

Ergo: ne Margaritas obijce porcis, seu     (encoded 33)
Asino substerne rosas.                                     (see ‘The Golden Ass’, Lucius Apuleius)

Translation: to protect ourselves and others from harm, this type of information should 
only be revealed to those who are ready for it. To misuse or incorrectly use this informa-
tion can cause great harm to those not fully aware of the workings of cause and effect 
when activating magic. So in order for me to clue you in so to speak, without divulging 
and lessening the action of my own secrets in the matter; were going to examine another  
method of Magic called talismanic, to which the magic of the Handkerchief of Othello is 
bound. 

Not so long ago I came across a very old book written in 1057AD, purporting to contain 
a summary of the magical arts. At the bottom of the title page written in Latin, the fol-
lowing warning:  Noli me Tangers.  I now offer the same, a warning for the unprepared.

Noli me Tangers:  Should you not have the proper training... 
DO NOT TOUCH!        
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Fair warning has now been given. I neither know or understand anything about your 
preparedness to read further, except to say, that I stand by the subtitle of this paper.

There are scores of books on the subject of magic and talismans therefore; I will not 
examine this subject in whole but will only touch on the broad strokes of cause and effect 
relating to the magical intentions involved.

Magic, the highest knowledge, is said to be the ability to combine both metaphysical laws 
with metapsychical laws to produce desired effects. The successful charging or loading 
of a talisman is an example of such mastery. For example, a talisman may be charged by 
several different magical methods, each with a different approach to the combination of 
laws to call on, to produce the desired effect.

Some common ways to charge an amulet or talisman is with - intentional concentration 
- in a form that may or may not use the binding of an Intelligence or attribute, or a form 
suitable to engage Correspondences, Names and/or  Sigil’s in the work.

Let’s just look at a couple of correspondences in Othello’s Handkerchief. We have cloth, 
color, shape, and fruit. We know the intention needs to be aligned with the higher intui-
tive self, which is passive (female). Venus, the planet of Love has a correspondence (link), 
with the higher intuitive self, which is indicated by the strawberries belonging to the 
family of the Rose which is ruled over by Venus. Also, five and eight petalled flowers are 
sacred to Venus and ruled by Taurus. Venus rules both Taurus and Libra, and Taurus is 
‘the night sign’ of Venus. In the body Taurus rules the neck, throat, thyroid gland, larynx, 
vocal chords and shoulders.

Right now, if you have read the above sentence and were not thinking in terms of posi-
tive, negative and neutral associations with the named body parts, you should seriously 
re-consider the dire warning given on the previous page and stay away from any practical 
use thereof.

Magic square of 
Venus - 

A spirit name of 
Venus -

A sigil of this spirit 
name -
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I’ve played with fire long enough for you to get the idea of how one might use the 
correspondences of the Perfect Points and intention to a magical effect. Should you 

attempt to make a similar effort without a proper understanding you might end up like 
‘Lucius’ in the Golden Ass, otherwise entitled Metamorphoses, who meddled with a witch’s 
spells to gain the secret of flight, and found himself transformed into an Ass. This story 
has a direct link to our strawberries in that they both speak to the correspondence of the 
rose as the gate of communication and/or transformation from one level of being into 
another - donkey to man, and man to Man. The story also contains the governing principle 
of secrecy as to the attainment of communication or transformation through the higher 
intuitive self. 

If we were to take a portion or two out of the book where Lucius, the Ass, is taken to bed 
(the altar), by an amorous woman (his higher intuitive self), we should be able to interpret 
out it’s esoteric meanings. For instance, the woman who falls in love with Lucius is said to 
be entranced by his ass size penis. This implies a helpless attraction, as the size of the pull 
of sexual energy/tension is to great to overcome. An opposite charge + perhaps? Remem-
ber that the rose family is located in the ‘night sign’, of Venus. A neutral or negative charge 
- perhaps?  Note that the women clings to his spine in the bedroom scene and that the Ass 
is trying to use his lower based reasoning side to make sense of his situation thereby regu-
lating the tryst to donkey-work. In Catholic theology the word, concupiscence is seen as a 
desire of the lower appetite contrary to reason.  You might want to linger at the kissingg 



The Golden Ass - Bedroom scene

“Then she stripped away every last 
over layer, even the band that held 
bound her beautiful breasts. She 
stands next to the lamp, and from a 
jar made of an alloy of silver and lead 
she anoints herself bountifully with 
oil of balsam. Then she rubs me with 
it as well most generously, but with 
much more lavish care and attention 
she pours it over my nostrils in par-
ticular. Then she presses her insistent 
kisses upon me…But I was simply 
suffocated in my soul, and with no 
footling fear the thought went through 
my mind: How could I, with my legs, 
so many and so massive, mount this 
delicate matron? How could I em-
brace with my hard hooves flesh so 
soft and radiant, limbs a confection 
of milk and honey? How could I kiss, 
with a mouth so gross, so hideously 
large, so transformed—its molars like 
millstones—ruby lips so fairly pro-
portioned, glistening with ambrosial 
liquors? Last but not least: how in the 
world will this woman, even if she has 
the itch all the way to her fingertips, 
receive an organ as Brobdingnagian 
as mine? Curses! Thrown to the beasts 
I’d be, made a spectacle in my master’s 
gladiatorial games, for splitting a high-
born wife in two!”

“In the meantime, she kept repeating her soft, seductive whispers, her constant coax-
ing kisses, her mellifluous, melodious moanings—her eyes ate me alive—and, in a 
word, You’re mine, she said, all mine, my love, my dove, my sparrow. And with that 
word she shows to me that pointless were all of my ponderings and foolish was all of 
my fear. She wrapped her arms around me, you see, as tight as she could, and took me 
in, absolutely all, and I do mean all. 
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And every time I tried to spare her and backed my buttocks up, she came toward me 
with a rabid insistence, grabbing hold of my spine and clinging to me in ever-tighter 

concupiscence, and I thought in consequence that there was something missing in me, 
that I couldn’t satisfy her sexual appetite; I felt that Pasiphaë, the Minotaur’s mother, 
might have been right to take delight in her mooing paramour. And so a sleepless night is 
spent in donkey-work; the woman shuns the critical eye of daylight and rushes off, having 
arranged to pay the selfsame sum for another nighttime yet to come”.  
        
I’ve spoken of the colour of the times when trying to interpret texts and symbolism. It 
would be remiss of me having read so much of Shakespeare of late, as to not include a 
short section about number 33 encoding.  In short, number 33 encoding indicates that, 
here contained, is knowledge that relates to the path or gate of re-generated Man. This 
number is encoded into illustrations, symbols, title pages, text and even gravestones such 
as the Curse Stone of Shakespeare.

There are several encodings present in this text starting with the title on the first page. 
Often, when an author can’t get to the 33 characters he wants, he’ll put in misspellings or 
incorrect punctuation. For example:  You might want to linger at the kissingg    (33)

But time will not permit: all is uneven,   (33)
And every thing is left at six and seven.  (33)  Richard II (2.2.103)

         

And as if... by Magic...........  I have included for your benefit the 
the preface for:

 The Fame and Confession of the Fraternity of the R: C:       
(1652)  by: Thomas Vaughan     
In ‘The Preface’ illustrated below, the beginning boxed “I” is associated with the Ego, and 
the Ego is said to have the value of 33. There are exactly 33 words that fit into the indented 
space made by the boxed “I”. The next two lines are both written in exactly 33 characters. 

There is no end to the multiple combinations of encodings with the number 33, but I 
thought it fitting that I use the example of  Thomas Vaughan’s Preface, “If it were the Busi-
ness of my Life or Learning, to procure my self that noyse which men call Fame, I am 
not to seek what might conduce to it.  It is an Age affords many Advantages, and I might 
have the choyce of several Foundations, whereon to build my self... but as I live not by 
common Examples, so I drive not a Common Design, for ( Readers ) I would have you 
know”; that the term Freemason has everything to do with declaring one’s self free from 
his inherited demarcations, that he may build what inner edifice he himself deems proper 
to support the development of his inner phycological Understanding.
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Consider this next, a postscript of sorts. 

Earlier in this short trollip into Esoterica, the question of secrecy came up in which I 
said that a secret given, let out, or wrongly examined loses it’s intended power or ac-
tion.  We are contantly warned in our ritual, not give the secrets of a Master Mason 
to those who are not entitled to the same as you are, yourself.

It boils down to this. Your mind has two thriving sides, a feeling side and an intellec-
tual side. Nothing foundational on the feeling side can withstand close scrutiny from 
an Unkowing intellectual side due to it’s invisability.  Therefore, an esoteric secret 
can not be shared between minds as doubts will infect it’s intentions causing confu-
sion in it’s ability to fulfill it’s intended purpose on the invisible plane.  

And there’s the rub my Brother, to load a spell, tailisman etc., (to put forth cause), 
it is necessary that you have the ability to create intentions kept outside of reach 
of sense based reasoning.  This is what it means to keep an esoteric secret, to keep 
the self-awareness and expectations associated with the symbols foremost in right 
or guarded thought - by which means the answers, conditions or foresights are 
given. The use of a talisman is one way in which to create the inner tension of desire 
which builds upon it’s self, thus enabling us to better tap into the connecting source        
(intuition), that plys the chasm between six and Seven. 



The above illustration from a 17th century Rosicrucian work shows this knowledge of 
keeping secret from the reasoning mind, the invisible concentrated intentions of desire.  
If we are to interpret the illustration correctly we must keep in mind that it does not re-
fer to anything found outside of yourself.  A Prophet is not honored in his native land, if 
he does not confirm his doctrines with miracles. This means that the intellectual reason-
ing mind will reject all that can not be seen or showed through the senses on this plane 
of existence as it can only deductively know visible truths.

If you know me speak not,     My treasure keep hidden, 
keep it a secret.       make it not common.

E millibus vix uni   - for scarcely in one out of a thousand.
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